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Doctoral Training Programme
UKCMER

• Tessa Gordelier (Exeter): “Component reliability
for marine energy devices”
• Ed Ransley (Plymouth): “Survivability of wave
energy converter and mooring coupled
system using CFD
• Alexander Olczak (Manchester): “The influence
of waves on tidal stream turbine arrays”
• Katie Gracie (Strathclyde): “Fixed-pitch blades
for passive-feather power regulation of
horizontal axis tidal stream turbines”
• David Crooks (QUB): “Development of
Nonlinear Hydrodynamic Terms in an
Oscillating Wave Surge Converter’s Time
Domain Numerical Model”

Doctoral Training Programme
UKCMER

• Thomas Nevalainen (Strathclyde):
“Hydrodynamic loads on tidal stream
turbines caused by waves and shear
current profiles
• Thomas Lake (Swansea): “Interaction of
marine mammals and tidal stream
turbines”
• Susannah Cooke (Oxford): “Enhanced array
design for tidal power generation”
• Andrew Want (Heriot-Watt): “Methodologies
for the prediction and monitoring of
environmental impacts following
deployment of wave and tidal energy
devices against an expected background
of climate change on the marine
ecosystem”

Doctoral Training Programme
UKCMER

• Jose Barajas-Solano (Edinburgh):
“Electromagnetic bearings for linear electrical
generators in direct drive wave energy
converters”
• Daniel Richardson (Lancaster): “Multi-axis point
absorber wave energy converters”
• Daniel Coles (Southampton): “Energy extraction
by large tidal stream turbine arrays at locations
around the Channel Islands”

CDT Wind and Marine
Prof Markus Mueller
Institute for Energy Systems
School of Engineering
University of Edinburgh

SuperGen Wind Themes
•
•
•
•

Turbine Component Development
Foundation Systems
Asset Management
Whole-Systems Understanding

SuperGen Marine Themes
• Arrays and farms
• Extreme loadings and durability
• Novel marine energy systems and
components
• Environmental interaction
• Fatigue loadings and reliability

Research
• Mini Projects
– Two sets of projects, 8 weeks each
– May to August

• PhD projects
– Brokerage day held in September
– PhD projects allocated in October

Research – Mini Projects
•

Multi-directional electrical generators for wave energy conversion: .
(Chandra Pun), – Markus Mueller and Quan Li

•

Design an Environmental Monitoring Platform Ben McGilton– Paul
Ellsmore, ORE Catapult

•

Estimating aerodynamic characteristics from operational data Ed Hart– Bill
Leithead and Adam Stock

•

Evaluate the benefits for a utility to improve wind power forecast skill for
market application, Owain Roberts – David McMillan

Research - Mini Projects
•

Wave-current Interaction, James Steer, – Alistair Borthwick

•

Analysis of wake effects in complex terrain, Giorgio Zorzi – David Infield,
Julian Feuchtwang and Susan Wang

•

Evaluation of the performance of different Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL)
configurations under faulty, unbalanced and distorted grid conditions,
Rohaida Hussain – Andrew Roscoe and Luis Reguera

•

Condition Monitoring of Direct-Drive Wind Turbine Electrical Generators,
Paul Hammond – Alasdair McDonald

•

Validation of wake models in deep array wind farms and under varying
turbulence conditions, Tim Rubert – David Infield and Selena Farris,
Natural Power

Research – PhD projects
• Chandra Pun: Reduction in Direct Drive Generator Cost Through
Active Control of the Airgap,
– Supervisors: Alasdair McDonald and Max Parker

• Tim Rubert: Life extension for wind turbine structures and
foundations,
– Supervisors: Pawel Niewcaz and David McMillan;
– Industrial Partners: SSE, SP Renewables/Iberdrola

• Ed Hart: Identification of Wind Turbine Dynamics and Control using
Gaussian Processes,
– Supervisor: Bill Leithead

• Rohaida Binti Hussain: Autonomous surveying drones for offshore
wind farms,
– Supervisors: Hong Yue, Qing Xiao and Bill Leithead

Research – PhD projects
• Giorgio Zorzi: Improved yield from wind turbines through online
anomaly detection and compensation,
– Supervisor: Bill Leithead.
– Industrial Partner: David Robb (SgurrControl)

• Owain Roberts: A whole system approach to Levelized cost of
energy, Technology readiness levels and structured innovation for
the marine energy sector,
– Supervisors: Henry Jeffrey and Adrian de Andres

• Ben McGilton: All electric drive for marine energy converters,
– Supervisors: Markus Mueller and Alasdair McDonald

• James Steer: The stability of surface and internal waves on sheared
currents
– Supervisors: Alistair Borthwick and Ton van den Bremer

“Reduction in Direct-Drive Generator Cost
Through Active Control of the Airgap”
• Maintaining uniform airgap in a large scale permanent magnet direct drive generator
with minimum weight and cost is a challenge.
• Failure to achieve it can cause the structural collapse of the whole generator.
• This project is to provide solution to the above problem by developing suitable active
control strategy using modular power electronic converter that can achieve airgap
regulation.

Student:
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Chandra Pun
(chandra.pun@strath.ac.uk)
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of a Prototype
System
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&
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strategies

Fig 1: Proposed Methodology of the Project

Supervisors:
Alasdair Mcdonald
(alasdair.mcdonald@strath.ac.uk)
Max Parker
(max.parker@strath.ac.uk)

Life Extension for Wind Turbine Structures and
Foundations – 1st Year
Tim Rubert, Pawel Niewcaz, David McMillan
Application of
Fiber Bragg
Gratings – FBG
in Wind Turbine
Foundations

70% Technical
Analysis & 30%
Economical
Analysis

Life Extention

Technical: Sensor Design, Installation, Fatigue
Tests (reinforced beam) & Modelling, Signal
Processing: Wavelet Transformation, etc.

Economic Analysis: Impact on LCOE, IRR, ROI

New Control Systems for Aero-elastic Tailoring of
Wind Turbines
by Rohaida Hussain
Supervisors : Hong Yue, Qing Xiao, Bill Leithead

Research hypothesis – New, better wind turbines (WTs) can be developed
by uniquely harnessing the benefits of variable stiffness materials for
aeroelastic tailoring.
Turbines could produce more energy with simpler systems and reduce the
cost of energy (COE).

Aim
• To develop new control laws for WTs
Traditional blade

Objectives
• To minimise of the blade and rotor loads
• To minimise of pitch activity when appropriate.
• To assess the controller performance
• To assess energy capture in below rated wind speed
• To estimate the impact on the COE

Photos credit to Siemens

Aeroelastically tailored blade
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Improved yield from wind
turbines through online
anomaly detection and
compensation

Ph.D. Student:
Giorgio Zorzi
Supervisor:
Bill Leithead
Second supervisor: David Robb

The work will include:
• Review of the data available from the turbine and exploration of additional data
sources that can be utilised;
• A review of modelling options will be carried out to determine the best model to
use in the work;
• Using real data samples as well as simulations, anomalies will be investigated to
determine the best way to detect and interpret the data;
• Comparing the data from nearest neighbours on a wind farm should allow
improved accuracy of anomaly detection;
• A further step will be to look at how these anomalies can be controlled and their
effect mitigated;
• The work will conclude by assessing the economic benefits of the various methods
looking at yield, loads, failures and downtime.

All Electric Drive for Marine Energy
Converters
PhD Student: Ben McGilton

Supervisors: Prof Markus Mueller & Dr Alasdair McDonald

• Aim: To develop an integrated electrical
power take off (PTO) system with nonmechanical speed enhancement and reliable
and flexible power electronics, providing
adaptive control over a range of operating
regimes.

• Potential industrial involvement with Carnegie
Wave Power, Columbia Power Technologies
& Alabatern.
• Objectives include: investigating generator
configurations and power converter
topologies, extreme loadings analysis to
optimise EDRIVE PTO for survivability,
develop models for initial performance testing
and a lab prototype to verify simulations.

The stability of surface and internal waves
on sheared currents
James Steer, Supervisors: Ton van der Bremer & Alistair Borthwick
Background
Experimental
• Wave energy converters are
• Validation of the underlying
required to withstand extreme
theory in the combined wave
operating conditions in the
and current tank at The
open ocean – including
University of Edinburgh
extreme/rogue waves
• Horizontally sheared, multi• The superimposition of
directional seas to be
surface waves on currents
reproduced
changes wave stability
• Larger scale experiments at
characteristics especially
the long wave-current flume
sheared currents
tank at Imperial College
• Changes in stability lead to
London
increased risk of the formation
of extreme waves

Theoretical
• Simultaneous theoretical work
on extending the theory to
multi-directional seas,
horizontal shear and internal
and interfacial waves

Thank you

